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Abstract

Vessel analysis is important for a wide range of clinical diagnoses
and disease research such as diabetes and malignant brain tumours.
Vessel segmentation is a crucial first step in such analysis but is often
complicated by structural diversity and pathology. Existing automated
techniques have mixed results and difficulties with non-idealities such
as imaging artifacts, tiny vessel structures and regions with bifurca-
tions. In this paper we propose Live-Vessel as a novel and intuitive
semi-automatic vessel segmentation technique. Our contribution is
two-fold. First, we extend the classic Live-Wire technique from user-
guided contours to user guided paths along vessel centrelines with au-
tomated boundary detection. Live-Vessel achieves this by globally op-
timizing vessel filter responses over both spatial (x, y) and non-spatial
(radius) variables simultaneously. Secondly, our approach incorporates
colour gradient and quaternion curvature image information in the
segmentation process unlike the majority of current techniques which
employ greyscale values or a single colour channel. We validate our
method using real medical data from the Digital Retinal Images for
Vessel Extraction (DRIVE) database. Quantitative results show that,
on average, Live-Vessel resulted in a 8-fold reduction in overall manual
segmentation task time, at a 95% accuracy level. We also compare
Live-Vessel to state-of-the-art methods and highlight its important ad-
vantages in providing the correct topology of the vascular tree hierarchy
as well as the associated vessel medial (skeletal) curves and thickness
profiles without the need for subsequent error-prone post processing.
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1 Introduction

Analysis of vessel structures in two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional
(3D) images is very important for a wide variety of applications ranging
from the study of tumour vasculature [1] to that of aneurysms [2]. In 2D
retinography, for example, vessel analysis can aid in the diagnosis of diabetes
and hypertension [3] and accurate vessel segmentation typically constitutes
the very first step in any such analysis. A complete and topologically-correct
vascular segmentation is typically required for proper analysis of the overall
vessel tree and its branching patterns [1], for facilitating data registration
[4], and for vessel boundary extraction [5, 6]. However, achieving this is
often quite difficult due to a number of challenging factors including imaging
artifacts, image resolution, pathology, and other complications including
those arising in areas of vessel bifurcations [7].

Expert manual tracing remains the widely used tool for vessel segmen-
tation in practice but it is extremely time consuming and suffers from large
inter-operator and intra-operator variability [8] as well as user fatigue effects
[9]. While automatic segmentation schemes are preferred for handling large
datasets, they typically require proper parameter tuning, significant training
and initialization, and human validation and manual correction.

A large number of techniques have been proposed for vessel segmenta-
tion, many of which were reviewed by Kirbas and Quek [10]. One main
family of automated methods relies on pattern recognition and often re-
quires post processing steps such as skeletonization and pruning as well as
training which complicates their applicability to clinical use. For example,
Ricci and Perfetti [11] used a line-detector coupled with a support vector
machine (SVM). Similarly, the filtering method of Soares et al. [12] used
Gabor wavelets paired with a Bayesian classifier. Staal et al. [13] employed
ridge analysis [14] and a kNN classifier. Lam and Yan [15] used normalized
gradient vector fields to locate vessel centerlines and then a Laplacian-based
vessel detector to prune the result. The main limitation of the above tech-
niques is that none of them incorporate higher level geometric models of the
vasculature, e.g. vessel connectivity constraints, which typically results in
many broken and incomplete vessel networks.

A second family of automated vessel segmentation methods is based on
evolving energy-minimizing deformable models [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Im-
plicit level-set based approaches [16, 17] and explicit topologically adaptable
models, including T-snakes or T-surfaces [22, 23], are able to handle com-
plex vascular topologies. Typical single seed initialization is not likely to
yield a segmentation that includes all distant branches, and while multi-
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ple seed points can be used to alleviate this problem, the pitfall is ending
up with a disconnected vascular network. Other methods that take advan-
tage of vessel-specific properties include the work of Vasilevskiy et al. [24],
which maximizes the gradient vector field flux to optimize the contour or
surface and that of Yan et al. [25], which models the capillary force to
segment small vessels. In general, the output from such energy-minimizing
approaches is quite unpredictable and many trials and modifications of the
model initialization and parameters may be needed. Also, these methods are
not guaranteed to give globally optimal solutions. Globally optimal energy
minimizing segmentation approaches have been proposed [26, 27]; however,
they achieve global optimality by oversimplifying the cost function to ensure
convexity and, to the best of our knowledge, none were specifically designed
for segmenting tubular branching structures (including vessels).

The graph cuts approach [28] is one that yields a globally optimal seg-
mentation given a set of seeds. Hraiech et al. [29] used this technique for
segmentation of abdominal aortic aneurysms; however, that work was a di-
rect application of graph cuts without any vessel-specific extensions. Li et
al. [30] used graph cuts to extract optimal surfaces in tubular 3D objects
but a volume had to be partitioned into carefully chosen regions in which
the boundary surfaces could be unfolded in terrain-like surfaces. In general,
such graph cuts results are unpredictable since user interaction is obtained
via interior region seeds and background constraints (as opposed to con-
straints on the segmentation boundary). It is thus quite typical to require
user refinement by careful placement of numerous additional seedpoints to
correct the initial segmentation rendering this technique unsuitable for seg-
menting the large number of complex boundaries typically present vascular
networks.

Alternative approaches for automated vessel segmentation employ mul-
tiscale detection of curvilinear structures, which is effective in discerning
both large and small vessels. In [31, 32, 33], the eigenvector associated with
the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix across all scales was used
to estimate the vessel direction at a given pixel. Aylward and Bullit [4]
applied this directional information to traverse image ridges and estimate
vessel centrelines.

Building on [32, 33], Frangi et al. [34] developed a vesselness filter using
the Hessian matrix eigenvalues. This was expanded to colour in [35]. Other
approaches combined vesselness with vessel enhancing diffusion [36, 37],
region growing [38], cylindrical vessel models [39], and matched filtering
[40]. Sofka et al. [41] later developed another vesselness measure using
matched filters instead of Hessian-based techniques. Multiscale vessel de-
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tection proved useful in detecting vessels; however, to the best of our knowl-
edge, only the maximal response across the scales was used at any particular
pixel. An exception is the Vessel Crawlers approach [42] where an estimate
of the scale was derived from the radius of the leading front of the crawler
thus achieving a form of scale regularization, but without any global scale
optimality condition.

Cohen and Kimmel [43] explored using a 2D graph search to find medial
paths which were extended to 3D by Deschamps and Cohen in [44] using
a fast marching front propagation. However, these works did not address
the problem of identifying the boundaries of tubular structures. Young et
al. [45] employed the vesselness filter of Frangi [34] with a front-propagation
based algorithm to segment the vessel and to extract its medial axis using
a maximal response across all scales. A key point, which we argue for and
propose in this paper, is that the vesselness scale (ie. radius) at each pixel
should be chosen so that a globally optimal path is found as opposed to
chosing a path determined by the maximal response projection of the radial
dimension. Wink et al. applied a graph search approach to the Frangi
vesselness filter through a 3D (x, y, r) space, where x and y indicate the
vessel spatial coordinates and r indicates radius. Li and Yezzi [46] took a
similar approach to Wink et al. and claimed that their approach is able to
correctly find the centerline and boundary more robustly. However, they
did not take into account any vessel direction and edge information which
decreases robustness.

Live-Wire is a popular interactive minimal path segmentation approach
[47]. It traces along boundaries and contours between user selected seed-
points using a globally optimal graph search that minimizes some defined
cost criteria. The main advantage of Live-Wire is that it updates the pro-
posed solution in real-time based on user interaction. The user clicks a
seedpoint and is instantly presented with a wire that follows the mouse
cursor and only becomes fixed when the user finally confirms the path by
clicking the endpoint. This instant feedback allows the user to precisely
control the wire and to achieve the exact desired results while saving a lot
of time compared to manual techniques.

In this paper, we extend and adapt the traditional Live-Wire approach to
vessel segmentation and present Live-Vessel, a novel, intuitive, and efficient
interactive technique that expedites vessel segmentation while affording on-
line control where user guidance is required. Our proposed objective function
is defined over both radius and medial paths thus simultaneously calculating
the globally-optimal medial axes and vessel boundaries. We present several
improved vessel and centerline detecting filters, including the use of colour
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quaternion curvature for computing the vesselness. We also add novel vessel
boundary and line-feature detection filters to the graph cost function which
use available colour information and are optimized over both spatial and
radius dimensions (x, y, r). We validate our technique on the publicly avail-
able DRIVE retinal database and demonstrate its advantages over current
approaches, most notably in that it readily and seamlessly provides the cor-
rect topology of the vascular tree hierarchy, as well as the associated vessel
medial (skeletal) curves and thickness profiles.

2 Method

In this section we present our proposed Live-Vessel segmentation technique
and detail each cost term in our optimization process. Our optimization
function extends the traditional Live-Wire framework and modifies the orig-
inal graph search to incorporate non-spatial variable optimization to simul-
taneously determine the globally optimal medial and boundary points.

2.1 The (x, y, r) Search Space

Traditional Live-Wire uses Dijkstras algorithm to calculate the globally opti-
mal path between two seed points. Typically, the costs are inversely propor-
tional to the image edge strengths with the objective function often including
smoothing terms to enable shorter and less jagged paths to overcome im-
age noise and artifacts. Our proposed technique extends Live-Wire into a
3D search space where we simultaneously find the vessel centerline and the
vessel radius. In our proposed method, rather than delineating a vessel by
guiding Live-Wire contours along both sides of the vessel boundary, which
is inefficient and does not easily extend to 3D, the user steers the wire along
the centerline (or medial axis) of a 2D vessel. The contour along the medial
of the vessel is then computed as the optimal path between two points in 3D
space (x, y, r), where (x, y) are the image spatial coordinates at each medial
node and r represents the corresponding radius value at each of those nodes
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The search space can be visualized as a series of 2D
planes stacked on top of each other with one plane for each radius. We add
the constraint that no (x, y) coordinate may appear twice in the optimal
path. The optimal path is determined by applying Dijkstra’s algorithm [48]
between start and endpoint nodes. Our approach dramatically reduces the
number of seedpoints needed compared to Live-Wire, since the optimal path
gives both the medial axis and the boundary contours on both sides of the
vessel.
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Figure 1: Live-Vessel’s 3D graph search algorithm depicted in 2D (x, y)
and 3D (x, y, r). (Left) Medial path sequence shown in dotted blue line
connecting two neighbouring nodes p = (x1, y1, r1) and q = (x2, y2, r2),
projected on the xy plane. The arrows perpendicular to the blue line denote
the radius r dimension. (Right) Search space for a single node shown in the
center (red). The 8-neighbours of the central node in the same radial plane
are shown in light green while the 8-neighbours in the adjacent radial plane
are shown in dark green.

2.2 User Interaction

While traditional Live-Wire displays the proposed contour between two
points, Live-Vessel displays the proposed medial path as well as its asso-
ciated boundary contours. The main advantage is that the human operator
is afforded the ability to intuitively control the segmentation process and
hence applies complex decision making strategies to overcome segmentation
difficulties that cause modern automated techniques to fail. In addition
to specifying physical coordinates (x, y) with the cursor at seed points as
in Live-Wire, the radius (r) is increased/decreased via the keyboard arrow
keys. The user can quickly determine the next seedpoint so that the current
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vessel segment is delineated correctly. Because blood vessel networks typi-
cally form complex trees, Live-Vessel allows the user to handle bifurcation
points as well by initiating new branches.

The images in Fig. 2 show the process of segmenting a vessel using
Live-Vessel. First, the user selects the starting point and radius followed by
the end point and radius. This is shown in 2a with crosshair markers for
the start and endpoint. Live-Vessel then computes the optimal path and
presents the yet to be approved results with a blue boundary and yellow
medial axis. Once accepted, the results become fixed and as shown in 2b
with disc colours reflecting the segmented vessel radii at various locations
along the vessel medial paths.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Overview of Live-Vessel operation. (a) Vessel boundary wire (blue)
and medial axis wire (yellow) from a seedpoint to the next potential seed-
point (blue crosshairs) waiting for user approval. (b) The approved vessel
segmented is shown by colour coded discs representing the radius at each
point along the vessel path.

2.3 The Proposed Live-Vessel Objective Function

We define our objective function, which reflects the cost from node p =
(x1, y1, r1) to a neighbouring node q = (x2, y2, r2), as

Cost(q, p) = (w1Cv(q) +w2Cc(q) +w3Ce(q))(w4Cs(p, q) +w5Cr(p, q)). (1)

This cost function is comprised of three pixel-based, path-independent
vessel detection cost terms, Cv(q),Cc(q), and Ce(q), that are minimized along
a vessels medial axis at the appropriate vessel radius. Cv is based on Frangi’s
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multiscale vesselness filter [34] which we extend here to incorporate colour
image cues and to better isolate the medial axis. Cc is a curvilinear struc-
ture detector, similar to that of Koller et al. [31], which we modify to
incorporate colour information. The term Ce is a measure of the medial
node fitness assessed using image edge evidence at a scale-dependent dis-
tance. Our proposed cost function in (1) also includes two path-dependant
smoothing constraints, Cs(p, q) and Cr(p, q), designed to smooth the vessel
path spatially and to regularize its thickness. Each cost term is individu-
ally normalized to a [0,1] range and is weighted by wi. The cost terms are
summarized in Fig. 3.

Cost Function Overview

Main Segment

Daughter Branch

Edge Evidence

Vesselness
& Curvilinear

Medial / Radial
Path Smoothness

Initial Node

Branch
Node

Termination
Node

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the individual cost terms employed in
(1).

2.3.1 Quaternion Vesselness Cost

The cost function used by Frangi et al. [34] attempts to quantify the likeli-
hood of a pixel belonging to a vessel of thickness σ at a scale space image
fσ. The vesselness filter response, for a particular scale, is thus given by:

Cv(q) =

{
1 λ > 0
1− exp

(
Rβ

2β2

)(
1− exp

(
T 2

2c2

))
otherwise

(2)

where Rβ = λ1/λ2 represents the eccentricity of a second order ellipse,
T =

√
λ2

1 + λ2
2, and β and c control filter sensitivity to each of the terms.
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To detect curvilinear structures in 2D at a given scale σ, the image is first
convolved with a Gaussian kernel with variance σ2. The ordered eigenvalues
|λ1| ≤ |λ2| of the 2 × 2 Hessian matrix Hσ for each pixel can then be used
to determine whether a pixel lies in a vessel of that scale [32]. Equation 2
summarizes the eigenvalue conditions for vesselness quantification at a given
pixel.

Since we validate Live-Vessel on real medical data containing optical
fundus images that are in full colour, we employ the colour Hessian as
defined by Shi et al. [35]. The Hessian matrix for each colour channel is
individually computed and the colour Hessian is found by assigning the red,
green, and blue channels the imaginary numbers i, j, and k, respectively.
The eigenvalues of this matrix are then found through quaternion singular
value decomposition (QSVD) [49]. Further, since the vesselness filter does
not accentuate the medial path from the rest of the vessel, we add the
colour edge gradients to the vesselness cost. This increases the penalty at
the vessel boundaries and surrounding pixels compared to those forming the
centerline thus providing a bounding wall during the graph search which
greatly reduces the effective search space and hence significantly improves
computational performance. Fig. 4b shows and example output of our
quaternion-based vesselness filter.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Original image. (b) Maximal response vesselness filter output
with added edges. (c) Magnification of a small region denoted by the rect-
angle from (b) to show detail. Note that the medial axis is associated with
a low cost and the vessel boundaries with a high cost. This keeps the graph
search contained to the vessel center.

2.3.2 Curvilinear Structure Cost

This cost term was inspired by the work of Koller et al. [31] which searches
for bar like structures in an image. It works by estimating the direction of
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a line-like structure and then applying a filter in that direction. This filter
has the desired property of having a maximal response along the medial axis
at the correct scale with the response slowly dropping off until the vessel
boundary is reached. In order to estimate the direction, we use the first
eigenvector of the scale-space Hessian which points in the direction of the
minimum principal curvature. Further, we estimate the direction ~d using
the colour gradient as we describe later in section 2.3.3. The curvilinear
structure filter response is thus generated as:

Cc = min(Pos(Rl), Pos(Rr)) (3)
Pos(x) = max(x, 0) (4)

with Rl and Rr are edge responses given in terms of the space smoothed
image fσ at scale σ as:

Rl = ∇fσ(q + σ~d) · ~d (5)
Rr = −∇fσ(q + σ~d) · ~d. (6)

An example maximal response cost generated using this filter is shown
in Fig. 5.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) Original image. (b) Maximal response curvilinear filter output.
(c) Magnification of a small region denoted by the rectangle from (b) to show
detail.

2.3.3 Colour Edge Evidence Cost

Our proposed Live-Vessel also uses image evidence in the form of edge in-
formation to favour that medial nodes be located towards the centre of a
vessel of radius r. For each node q in the image, we compute the sum of
six edge samples at radius r from point (x, y) in the direction given by the
principal eigenvector e1 of the Hessian matrix. For added robustness, we
collect additional samples nearby along the direction parallel to e2 scaled by
a free parameter ε as shown in Fig. 6c. The colour edge evidence cost term
is thus defined as:
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Cs(q) = 1− Edge(q ± r · e1 ± {−ε, 0, ε} · e2) (7)

where the operator ‘Edge’ is the result of applying colour gradient edge
detection [50, 51]. In our approach, the colour gradient edge is defined as
the square root of the second eigenvalue of DTD where D is given by:

D =

 Rx Ry
Gx Gy
Bx By

 (8)

with R, G, and B, the red, green, and blue colour channels respectively.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) Original image. (b) Maximal response to colour edge filter
output Cs(q). (c) Diagram demonstrating how the sampling is done for
point along the medial axis with ε =

√
2. The white arrow represents the

medial axis direction, the central white disc denotes point x, and the small
dark circles denote the boundary sampling points from which the gradient
will be evaluated.

Fig. 6c shows the results of this cost function given in 7.
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2.3.4 Smoothness

Spatial regularization terms are incorporated to encourage smoothness and
to avoid unnaturally undulating paths. In Live-Vessel, in addition to the
spatial smoothing term Cs, which regularizes the path, we include a radial
regularization term Cr that penalizes abrupt changes in vessel thickness.
We separate the spatial and radial smoothing terms for more precise con-
trol since they function rather differently. The spatial term introduces the
concept of physical distance and is meant to prevent long, jagged paths
while the radial term is meant to keep a smooth radius profile though it also
functions to guide the medial path in a spatial sense as well.

The spatial cost term Cs is computed between neighbours p and q and
is used as a multiplier for the edge weightings to weigh diagonal links larger
than non-diagonals ones thus penalizing increased physical distance between
adjacent graph nodes. This term is calculated simply as the Euclidean
distance and evaluates to

√
2 for diagonals and 1 for the 4-connected pixel

neighbours.
The radial smoothness cost term, on the other hand, is designed to

penalize noisy responses obtained from the vessel filters as in normal vessel
networks, the radius does not change abruptly along the length of each
branch. We therefore incorporate this response into our graph search using
the normalized function:

Cr(q, p) =
|rq − rp|

rmax − rmin
(9)

where rmax and rmin provide the maximum range of radii being searched.
It is worth nothing that if, on the other hand, one expects that the radius
may change abruptly, e.g. in the case of pathology, while still requiring
heavy smoothing, then the user can increase the number of seed points thus
providing anchors to allow for rapid variation.

2.4 Post-Search Smoothing

The graph search results in a medial path and radius component that is only
accurate to a pixel level. There are many data sets, including DRIVE used
in this paper, in which the vessel radii are on the order of pixels wide and so
artifacts resulting from this discretization become readily apparent. Since we
are also interested in determining a smooth path against which to compute
the normal required to provide the boundaries for the segmentation output
itself. We have chosen to address this problem by smoothing the optimal
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path resulting from the graph search function with a Gaussian kernel. We
do not include the seedpoints themselves in this smoothing process so as to
keep the user input completely intact.

The DRIVE database we tested against has many vessels with a radius
of less than 1-pixel. Such small vessels are very suceptible to noise and
also pose problems for our gradient based filters described in the previous
subsections. In order to remedy this problem, we modified the algorithm so
that if the endpoints are 1 pixel or smaller the radii should stay fixed within
the seedpoint bounds. This solution incorporates the biological prior that
small vessel tend not to vary in size along their length.

3 Results and Discussion

We validated the performance of our proposed Live-Vessel technique on real
medical retinal images from the publicly available DRIVE database [52]. We
first discuss the performance measures used and highlight a problem with the
traditionally-used accuracy measure that makes it a poor benchmark. We
then provide quantitative results of segmentation accuracy and comparisons
to current state-of-the-art vessel segmentation techniques. We also provide
the code online for download1.

3.1 Performance Criteria

We benchmarked the performance of Live-Vessel using three different ac-
curacy measures and an additional efficiency measure. The first measure
is the traditionally-used accuracy metric calculated using the percentage of
true positives and true negatives. This enabled us to compare Live-Vessel
to published results which mostly report this metric. The second metric
we measured was the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) which we argue is
a more meaningful measure of segmentation accuracy as we discuss later.
The third accuracy metric we measured was a variation of the Hausdorff
distance metric which we employed to determine our error in medial axis
localization by skeletonising the available ground truth (manual) segmenta-
tions. Finally, efficiency was calculated as the speedup in time needed by
a user to complete the segmentation task using Live-Vessel versus manual
tracing. To obtain manual tracing task times, images were segmented using
a simple paint tool, and the task times measured were similar to previously
reported values, e.g., in [52].

1The code is available at http://mial.cs.sfu.ca under the Live-Vessel project page.
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Traditionally, the accuracy measure that has been widely used and ac-
cepted in retinal fundus image segmentation tasks is defined as: Acc =
(TP +TN )/(P +N) , where TP and TN are the number of true positive and
negative pixels and P and N are the total number of positive and negative
pixels in the reference segmentation. We do not believe this to be a reliable
nor fair metric for the data in DRIVE because of the rather large num-
ber of background pixels N compared to the actual vessel pixels P which
means that even with a TP of 0, one we would observe an artificially high
accuracy rate. The DSC aims to penalize false positives and true negatives
equally in the image and provides a better contrast. DSC is defined as
CDSC = 2|A

⋂
B|/(|A| + |B|) where Tp = |A

⋂
B| with A and B being the

sets of vessel pixels in each of the two images being compared.
In order to quantify the error in our method’s medial axis localization,

we skeletonised the available manual segmentations to obtain the ground
truth medial pixels. The Hausdorff metric, for every point, finds the closest
point in the corresponding set and returns the maximum of those distances.
Our modified metric computes, as given in (10), finds the average distance
error and is designed to give an overall impression of how close the skeletons
match. In each image there will be branches not included in the other image
and this will contribute greatly to the error measure. Each point set X and
Y has a different number of points and so we will observe different results
if comparing X to Y and Y to X. We thus define our modified Hausdorff
distance as:

dmh(X,Y ) = min

∑
y∈Y

inf
x∈X
||x− y||/|Y |,

∑
x∈X

inf
y∈Y
||x− y||/|X|

 . (10)

One point of difficulty in performing comparisons to the available gold
standard was that these manual segmentations were not at a subpixel preci-
sion. The output of Live-Vessel will, however, generally have contours that
pass through non-integer pixel locations as our vessels do not necessarily
contain complete pixels, rather fractions of pixels are typical. Thus, in or-
der to perform a comparison with the available manual segmentations, we
rounded our Live-Vessel segmentation results such that if more than half
the size of a pixel belonged to a vessel then the whole pixel was labelled as
a vessel pixel, otherwise the whole pixel was labelled as background. This
in fact degraded our Live-Vessel results but was done to enable comparisons
to published work.
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3.2 Results

We ran Live-Vessel on all 20 images of the DRIVE test database. The
weightings for the cost function (1) were determined experimentally to be
(w1 = 0.3, w2 = 0.5, w3 = 0.5, w4 = 10.0).

Example qualitative results are shown in Fig. 7 which shows the detected
medial axis, the resulting Live-Vessel segmentations, and the locations of
segmentation errors. For the most part, the (small) errors were concentrated
in tiny vessels with radii between 0.5-1.5 pixels as demonstrated in Fig. 8.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 7: Sample results using our proposed method for DRIVE images
2, 14, and 19 (top to bottom). For each column: (a,d,g) Optimal medial
axis (unsmoothed) computed by Live-Vessel (black) overlaid on the original
images. (b,e,h) Live-Vessel segmentations without image overlay. (c,f,i)
Segmentation errors with coloured pixel reflecting correctness or error. Red:
Correct; Green: Over-segmentation; Blue: Under-segmentation. See Fig. 8
for more clarity.

Table 1 shows the results comparing Live-Vessel with current state-of-
the-art techniques for the same DRIVE database images. Many of those
other reported techniques share similar limitations. For example, the optic
disc and small vessels pose great difficulty for automated techniques and
in many cases pathologies themselves can cause problems by breaking the
assumptions in the model used. Many of these problems can be seen by
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Figure 8: Example zoomed region in image 19 (Fig. 7i) demonstrates
the errors when segmenting small vessels which are typical in the DRIVE
database. Red: Correctly identified pixels; Green: Over-segmented pixels;
Blue: Under-segmented pixels.

examining the result figures in the papers [11, 12, 38, 53, 54, 55]. In all
of these cases, trained humans can easily correct these difficulties and our
Live-Vessel technique is able to successfully leverage this as we see in the
results.

Table 1: Comparisons of state-of-the-art methods with our proposed Live-
Vessel approach using the accuracy measure Acc = (TP + TN )/(P + N).
Refer to the text for our argument against this traditionally used metric.

Technique Accuracy
Jian et al. 0.9337

Ricci and Perfetti 0.9595
Lam and Yan 0.9474
Soares et al. 0.9466
Staal et al. 0.9441
Live-Vessel 0.9486

Fig. 9 details the three different accuracy metrics we measured across
the 20 images of the DRIVE testing set. The values varied from image to
image, sometimes significantly. In fact, we found large variability even be-
tween the two manual segmentation sets in the DRIVE database (CDSC =
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0.7879, Accuracy = 0.9473). Other researchers have reported similar diffi-
culties with validation against these manual segmentations [38].

ACC DSC MH

0.
5

0.
6

0.
7

0.
8

0.
9

Accuracy Measures for Live−Vessel

Accuracy Metric

Figure 9: Boxplot illustrating the accuracy measured using the three metrics.
(ACC) The traditional accuracy measure; (DSC) Dice Similarity Coefficient;
(MH) Modified Hausdorff error.

Our modified Hausdorff metric values showed excellent results. Though
neither the manual segmentation skeletons nor the graph search were sub-
pixel, our Live-Vessel results maintained an average distance error of roughly
0.3 pixels throughout the entire segmentation. This demonstrates our graph
search provides a reliable medial axis output. Fig. 10 shows the distance
error in histogram form. Most of the error were within 1 pixel. In many
cases the diameter is an even number of pixels and given that most of the
vessels are merely pixels wide, this becomes a significant contributor to the
error.

3.3 Efficiency

Live-Vessel shares a similar segmentation efficiency gain as Live-Wire as
both techniques are based on a similar interactive segmentation paradigm.
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Figure 10: Histogram of distance errors for each medial axis pixel across all
DRIVE images.

Overall, we noticed a speedup of approximately 8-fold across 10 images
we manually segmented using a paint tool (Fig. 11). During testing, we
found that Live-Vessel allowed for extremely rapid segmentation of large and
medium size vessels and that the human decision making process becomes
a bottleneck for segmentation of tiny vessels.
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Figure 11: Segmentation times for 10 images from the DRIVE database.
The x-axis gives the DRIVE image numbers used.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we presented Live-Vessel, a novel, intuitive and efficient inter-
active vessel segmentation technique. Current automated techniques neces-
sitate human validation and often require numerous post-hoc corrections.
Our proposed technique incorporates user expertise into the process itself
with quantitative results of using Live-Vessel demonstrating extremely su-
perior efficiency compared to manual techniques while providing excellent
accuracy for untrained users.

We extended the classic Live-Wire technique from user guided contours
to user guided paths along vessel centrelines with automated boundary de-
tection. Live-Vessel achieved this by optimizing vesselness, a bar profile
filter, and an equidistant vessel boundary detector over both spatial (x, y)
and non-spatial (r) variables thus simultaneously determining the globally
optimal medial axes and vessel boundaries. Live-Vessel provides a new in-
teraction mechanism that expedites vessel segmentation while still affording
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expert control where user guidance is required. Our approach incorporates
colour quaternion curvature image information in the segmentation process
unlike the majority of current techniques which employ greyscale values or a
single colour channel which is usually the green channel typically for retinal
images.

We validated our method using real medical data from the Digital Retinal
Images for Vessel Extraction (DRIVE) database. Quantitative results show
that, on average, Live-Vessel resulted in an 8-fold reduction in overall manual
segmentation task time, at a 95% accuracy level for an untrained user. We
also compared Live-Vessel to state-of-the-art methods and highlighted its
important advantages in that it readily provides the correct topology of the
vascular tree hierarchy thanks to user interaction as well as the associated
vessel medial (skeletal) curves and thickness profiles thus alleviating the
need for subsequent error-prone post processing.
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